90	TWO KINDS OF COMEDY
as there are fashions in dress, and it is at these fashions of
behaviour that the writers of the Comedies of Manners poke
fun. Shakespeare had anticipated the method by making
Hamlet laugh at the artificial deference of Osric and his
elaborate method of making a simple statement; writers like
Congreve laughed at the way wives treated their husbands,
or at the trivial round of social observances and idle gossip
with which people of good sense were sometimes content to
occupy their time.
Before you can enjoy a comedy which pokes fun at man-
ners., it is necessary to have some knowledge of the manners
at which fun is being poked. A comedy of manners was
interesting only to those audiences who themselves lived
among people who behaved rather like the men and women
whom they saw in the play. It was not the kind of drama which
every one could enjoy, and it flourished at a time when the
theatre was attended by the upper classes rather than by the
middle classes. A small group of people like those who made
up the audiences of the Restoration theatres can have man-
ners and social conventions which differ considerably from
those of the ordinary people. When these manners are
exaggerated into comedy on the stage, they can become
amazingly different from those which are accepted in ordi-
nary life. This has happened with some of the Restoration
Comedies, which are like a world on their own, with moral
standards quite apart from those which were accepted by the
majority of the people at the time when the plays were
written and performed.
The best of all the Restoration Comedies is Congreve's
The Way of the World. The plot is rather complicated, but
the chief concern is the pursuit of Millamant by her lover,
Mirabell. The scenes chosen show part of the courtship,
and the proposal.

